
CHOOSING THE RIGHT COLOUR BRACES

Braces Colors and your Skin Tone. You can choose braces colors that help complement your skin tone. Remember that
your braces can offer contrast between the elastics and your teeth, so it's possible you use your bands for color
correction.

There are two main kinds of orthodontic elastics used in braces, each serving its own purpose. Similarly, green
braces might be mistaken for a bit of spinach left over from lunch! The elastic bands that surround the metal or
ceramic brackets are offered in a number of different colors, so you can choose the shade that's right for you.
Most people have adjustments every six weeks, so keep this in mind when choosing your colors. The options
are endless, but there are a handful of colors that prove themselves a better companion to most smiles. Some
people choose to avoid yellow braces â€” especially light yellow â€” as from a distance they may look like
stains. Ligatures are usually available in a wide range of colors. Jared Lee Orthodontics. Previous Post. For
kids and teens, there are different braces colors available. Braces and Proper Care Whatever color you decide
to get, make sure to keep your teeth, brackets and elastics clean with the proper care. Should they coordinate
with an upcoming holiday or special event? Holidays and Events: St. These darker colours provide contrast to
make your teeth appear lighter. Because the bands on your braces become a part of your everyday style, you
want to choose something that works with that style, instead of working against it. Here are a few tips on
choosing the right braces colors that match your personality. Being able to choose different colors for your
bands gives you a unique way to accessorize your braces until your treatment is complete. Glittery silver, gold,
and metallic color options can add shine to your smile and can be especially appropriate for special events.
Having so many options can make it hard to choose. Also, consider whether you want your braces to stand out
or blend in. So many. Your teeth might be shifting, but you are still the one and only you. Related Posts. Get
ready for game day Alternating team colors is a popular option for sports fans of all genders. Darker colors,
like a deep purple or BRO blue, make smiles appear whiter because of the contrast with your teeth. Get rid of
any color that you do not think would look good on your teeth or that might make it look like you actually
have something stuck in your teeth, rather than just having braces. If you are adventurous enough, you can mix
colors and try different color combinations instead of sticking to one color. Though it can be difficult and
time-consuming to care for your teeth while your braces are on, your smile will thank you for all the hard
work! Here is a short video showing how a dentist fixes the archwire in place using ligatures: Colour choices
Dentists understand that having different colour braces for teeth can make patients feel more confident with
their smiles. Choosing different bands will allow you to show off different colors, or even an entire color
scheme. There are many different ways that people choose the best braces colors for them. Should they match
your wardrobe? Some examples of this are: Clear bands, which can highlight any food debris stuck in your
teeth, and may be prone to discoloration over time. ES How To Choose Colors For Your Braces Braces have
long been one of the most effective tools we have for correcting misaligned teeth and jaws and straightening
smiles.


